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III 

 

Raff had been a D.A. for years in Westchester County.  It was at the 

gym playing racquetball where he’d met Ronnie, a Probation Officer at the 

county offices in Valhalla.  The two had become fast friends, despite their 

oft-opposing camps.   

Raff’s real name, his full name, was Raphael Dooley.  His parents 

were both artists and had high hopes for him.  “It’s just how it goes,” Raff 

told Jackson while they were on the road.  “You know, you do whatever is 

the opposite of your parents.”  Ron had chuckled when he heard this.  His 

parents were criminals.  “If your folks are atheists, you’ll become a freaking 

televangelist,” said Raff, musing as he drove.  “If your parents are rich, you 

won’t care about money.  Broke, it’s all you’ll ever dream of.  We want 

what we don’t have – not more of what we already do. 

“Homeless?”  Raff’s wiry eyebrow cocked.  He smiled a little and 

Jackson could see that he was losing some teeth here and there.  “No.  I 

wouldn’t say that.  Houseless, maybe, but not homeless.  In fact, I think I’ve 

felt more at home over the last five years than I ever had before?  Inn’t that 

right, Ronnie?” 

Ronnie’s deep voice bullfrogged agreement from back of the van.  

Jackson rode shotgun.  “And that’s the whole point,” Raff said. 

Neither man had families at the time they departed the mainstream.  

Ron was actively lobbying for mandatory retirement for a number of years.  

He had spearheaded a campaign to grant probation officers in the county 

retirement after 25 years.  Eventually the bill had passed and Ron was a bit 

of a champ.  Two years before his own day actually arrived, Ron 
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disappeared from those Elmwood offices, just off the Sprain Brook 

Parkway, right next door to the prison, - poof.  Gone. 

With Raff it was similar.  He had no mandatory retirement to fight for 

– he was just going to retire when he could.  And he was, actually, quite 

close to that comfortable place, nest egg and all.  So comfortable, really, that 

he was planning on buying a sailboat for himself when he retired to Hilton 

Head.   

“What in the hell were you guys thinking?” asked Jackson.  He said it 

with the necessary humor in his voice, the incredulity-with-a-smile-and-

shake-of-the-head, but really it didn’t totally register with him.  Though 

Jackson had never been wired for the routine – school, job, retirement – the 

three-act structure so many others seemed naturally adept to, part of him, 

deep down, pined for the stability, coveted the security.  There was also the 

fact that Rick - more than just his former name, more like another person - 

had been built more for the 21st century than Jackson was.  Rick had proved 

it to be within him to use the system effectively, to use it to his advantage 

and to make the necessary headway upstream.  But Rick was gone – he’d 

made a mistake that’d cost him dearly.  When Jackson took over, not only 

did he lose weight (and even a couple inches thanks to the adopted slouch in 

his posture,) he had lost that aptitude to work with the system.  When Rick 

left Jackson took over and, essentially, he’d slipped through the cracks – 

which had been the basic idea, hadn’t it?  He was now on the outside 

looking in, on the sidelines watching the game and the longer he stayed there 

the less inclined he felt to rejoin.  And it was fine. 

Raff or Ronnie didn’t laugh at Jackson’s question like he’d expected 

them to.  There was no knowing chuckle.  No self-referential wink. 
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“Ronnie and I got together and we decided we wanted to live all over 

again,” Raff said very plainly. 

“How do you mean?”     

Raff swallowed.  He glanced in his rearview mirror.  They were 

coming up on the entrance ramp to the interstate they would take most of the 

way through Georgia.  Raff wouldn’t drive on I-95, and he didn’t explain 

why.  The air coming in through the open van windows was muggy.  “At 

first you think it’s going to be a real trip.  That it’s going to be too much for 

you.”  Fuh-you, came the last two words. 

“Overwhelming,” Ronnie said out of the shadowed rear of the van.  

Jackson glanced back and could see white eyes glint.  Then a row of teeth, 

like the Cheshire cat’s. 

“Overwhelming,” Raff repeated.  He looked in the rearview mirror 

again.  He was presumably looking at Ronnie.  “But…it’s not.  It’s not like 

you think it’s going to be.  See, you don’t really lose any of the old stuff.  

You let it go, but it’s still there.  Know what I mean?  Okay I guess I’m not 

making any sense to you.”  Raff shifted his weight in the driver’s seat.  

“You’re familiar with the Garden of Eden?” 

“Yeah,” said Jackson.  “Who isn’t?” He glanced back at Ronnie.  

Admittedly, there was a part of Jackson who was still waiting for one of 

these guys to whip out their dicks and force him to his knees and ask him to 

play along – speak into the microphone, kid.  This cock’s fuh you.  Mostly, 

though, he felt okay.  He was cool.  Rick’s not dead after all, a voice inside 

him said.  Rick’s a watchdog now, man.  Rick’s your fucking pit bull, man. 

He’s a dog on your ass, and maybe that ain’t so bad. 

“Well, see, here it is.  See, the Garden of Eden – you’re not Catholic 

are you?” 
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“I don’t know.” 

“Oh.  Good.” 

“Good?” 

Raff was smiling a little.  “Whatever.  I mean, if you are, that’s good.  

If you aren’t, that’s good to.” 

“Still a diplomat,” said Ronnie. 

“Well, so, whether or not you want to take the Garden of Eden 

literally, fine, it doesn’t matter.  It existed one way or the other.  I mean 

there’s those pictures, you know, we’ve got them in our heads of the 

illustrated Bible books we had as kids and Adam and Eve are hopping 

around with fig leaves on their hoohas, and then there’s the images we got in 

college of monkey-people in the jungle…” - Ronnie burst out laughing at 

this -  “…and then, you know, we hear about Africa, and coming from 

Africa and all of that and, whatever, it’s dizzying.  Doesn’t matter.”  Jackson 

smiled.  Despite any “conversion” Raphael Dooley had undergone, he still 

effused like an Attorney giving his opening statement to a Forest Hills jury.  

“You know the Jesus Fish?  Bumper sticker?  Well maybe you’ve seen the 

Darwin Fish.  Somebody thought they were real clever, and I’m wondering, 

why does one have to exclude the other?  Who is this guy or gal that thinks 

because they believe in evolution that there can’t be a Jesus, a God, a 

Heaven?  Why does evolution have to preclude creation, or vice versa?  

Sounds like asking why there are democrats and republicans, sounds naïve, 

it’s duality, that damned duality, but I tell you, it’s not naïve, it’s not.  

Listen….”  Raff got into the fast lane and Jackson could feel the van’s 

engine thrumming. 

“Doesn’t matter anyway,” he repeated.  “Point is, we were at a place, 

we were at a time, we were in a world, Man was, when we lived in the 
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Unconscious.  When we lived under what David Abrams calls The Spell of 

the Sensuous.  We were in the Garden.  And that’s not ‘sensuous’ in the 

sexual way - get your mind out of the gutter, kid - but it’s not NOT sensuous 

in that way, you know what I’m saying?  It’s all of it.  Being in the sensuous.  

It’s being in the Unconscious.” 

Raff was gripping the steering wheel.  His eyes flicked around from 

the mirrors to the road to the traffic they were amid.  His driving mirrored 

the passion of his sermonizing. 

“Do you know what the Unconscious is?  It’s God.  Everything is 

God.  Everything is God, kid.  And you wanna know what?  When you live 

amidst God, with God, as God, you do so unawares.  Do you get me?  You 

don’t know it.  It is unconscious.  It is unconscious and you are in and of the 

Unconscious.  Do you see?  So, here’s the kicker.  We’re in this Garden, see, 

we’re blissfully unaware of it.  We’re no different than the trees or the birds 

or the fish in the lake or the air we’re breathing.  We don’t even call these 

things trees or birds or fish, we just are with them, unconsciously.  It is just 

pure experience.  It is just pure sensuous experience, man, and it’s innocent.  

Pure experience from morning till night and even while we slept because our 

dreams aren’t separate from our wakeful lives…and they certainly aren’t 

separate from one another’s.” 

Raff took a deep breath.  Jackson was watching him, he realized, so 

intently that Raff had kind of started to spin in his vision.  There was a sort 

of tunnel-thing happening there.  Jackson blinked several times.  He tried to 

take in the road.  Suddenly he started to feel uneasy, but Raff went on. 

“So what happened?” Raff asked his imaginary jury, his voice calmer 

now, patient.  He pulled into the middle lane and Jackson saw the 

speedometer drop a little.  “What happened.  Well, we left.  The Bible says 
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that Eve ate an apple from the Tree of Knowledge.  She became self-aware.  

Like the Sky-net computer in those Terminator movies.  You ever seen 

those?  Course you have.  Suddenly she and Adam knew what the deal was, 

yo, they knew that they were naked.  They became self-conscious.  They 

covered themselves up and got round to having kids and here we all are.  Ba-

boom.  You know why they had kids?  Distraction.  The opiate of the 

masses, says Chuck Palahniuk.” 

Raff’s eyes flicked to the rearview mirror.  He and Ronnie exchanged 

something that Jackson didn’t grasp.  Raff meandered back into his train of 

thought.  “You know, and if you want to take the other ride, then we crawled 

up out of the ocean and grew longer legs and fur and developed a 

consciousness, an awareness, and then we eventually right stepped out of the 

jungle.  Hello!  Let’s build a McDonalds.  Conscious evolution.  Either way 

you slice it, you have it.  We stepped out of the Garden, or we crawled up 

onto the shore; we eventually stepped out of the Unconscious way of living.  

It happened.  It just happened.  And you know what, you see, you know 

what, here’s the thing: It’s been with us ever since.” 

Jackson watched the back of the blue Dodge Durango in front of him.  

The driver was just a silhouette.  Just a shadow.  

“Now,” Raff went on, “we come out and we start naming everything.  

We start labeling everything.  We get to it and we say ‘we discovered it’ and 

we name it and categorize it and move on.  All the while there’s the 

unconscious urge beneath us.  It comes out in our art, in our poetry and our 

writing and in all of the things we can’t describe.  These days it’s in the 

movies a lot.  Our unconscious urge is there – it’s in the telling of the story 

and it’s in the viewing of it, the experience, you know, when you sit there in 

the dark theater and you become suspended.  You lose yourself and become 
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part of it.  Rock concerts, you name it.  All the same thing going on.  

Hypnotism.  All the unconscious desire to return home.  To return to the 

Garden. 

“We call it Heaven.  We say it’s a supernatural place.  This is the 

place I’m speaking of.  This is the place we all want to return to – the state 

of being we yearn for.  Not consciously, not usually.  Consciously we just 

say ‘I want happiness.’ Consciously we are filling ourselves with whatever 

we can get our hands on – status, wealth, material things, children – 

conspicuous consumption.  Unconsciously though we are sabotaging our 

very lives because we want to get back to it.  We want the Kingdom of 

Heaven here, now, and we’re sabotaging everything.  We’re doing it on 

purpose.  Everybody dreams about Armageddon.  People have been talking 

about it for thousands of years.  You ever get the feeling that it’s almost like 

we want it?  I do.  I think we’ve polluted the planet and heated everything up 

and overpopulated the shit out of it, raped it of its natural resources so that 

we can buy out.  I think we do it because we’re like children rebelling.  We 

hate the system.  It’s fuckin’ Lake Havasu.  You ever seen those videos?  I 

had a girl once, suing.  She had a tape where she was getting it from every 

dick on this yacht, guys with tattoos and earrings and girls shoving 

everything they could find in their vaginas, all of these boats piled there, 

kids so drunk they drowned – Babylon is here, my friend, the devil’s 

playground, the new Roman Empire is now – don’t let secular humanism lull 

you into complacency because a few charities drop food in Sudan – we’re 

going to take an awful beating.” 

Raff suddenly stopped abruptly.  He just watched the road; he looked 

mesmerized. He was drained.  Jackson looked around at Ronnie but he could 

no longer see the eyes.  Ronnie was either napping or in a place of silent 
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contemplation.  When Raff spoke again his voice was very low and had 

regained some of that drawl he had affected during his five years here in the 

south.  “I’m no angel, though” Raff said.   

He looked over at Jackson for a moment.  In his eyes weren’t tears, 

but what looked like could be the belated reflection of last night’s fire.  “I’ve 

experienced one, though – or something like it.  Had the very same name as 

me – Raphael – stood up in front of me, nearly seven feet tall and spread 

those wings out.”  Raff took his hands off the wheel to demonstrate, then he 

returned his attention to the road.  “Perfect,” he said shaking his head at the 

idea of it – or the memory of it, if it were somehow true.  

He had a good rap going, the old guy, Jackson had to hand him that, 

but he’d heard all of it before.  People had been declaring the sky was falling 

for centuries.   

 

 

 


